A generalization of the Hausdorff dimension of sets is given by restricting the lengths of the intervals in the covering family. The dependence of this dimension on the choice of covering family is studied by considering the set of points in the countable unit cube I ω whose coordinates are the values of the dimensions of some set for a fixed, countable collection of covering families. General conditions are given in order that two families yield the same dimension on each set, and that a covering family give the ordinary Hausdorff dimension.
In 1919, Hausdorff [3] introduced a notion of dimension for subsets of the unit interval. For any set E, this dimension is H{E) -sup {7: \(E) > 0}, where X r (E) = inf {1(1(1^: ϋlj 3 E}\ and it can take any value between 0 and 1, being 1 in the case that E has positive Lebesgue outer measure. This notion of dimension can be generalized in various directions and the approach taken here follows Billingsley [1] . In particular, consider the dimension H r {E) given by the outer measure X' r (E) = inf {Σ(m(Ci)) r : UC* 3 S & de ^}, where m denotes Lebesgue measure and ^ is any collection of m-measurable sets containing sets of arbitrarily small measure. If ^ contains the intervals and their finite unions, then H'{E) assumes only the values 0 and 1, as m(E) = 0 or not. Thus for the study of sets of Lebesgue measure zero, it appears that ^JΓ cannot be too large with respect to the family of all intervals. Accordingly, the dimension H'{E) is studied only where ^JΓ is any collection of intervals containing intervals of arbitrarily small length and where ^ is closed under translations, i.e., where JF is completely determined by the length of its members. Rather than use the set of these lengths to describe ^ it is more convenient to use the set S of their negative logarithms, which is unbounded in (0, oo), The dimension then becomes a function S{E) of the set E and the unbounded set S. In § 2, dimension is defined for a certain family ^ of nondecreasing functions, c.f. [2], [4] , [5] , which greatly facilitates the study.
The principal results concern the dependence of S(E) on the choice of the covering set determined by S, and are obtained by considering the set &(S, T) of points in the unit square whose coordinates are respectively S(E) and T(E), for some set E. If Ω denotes the product of the closed unit interval with itself countably many times, Theorem 5 shows that the set of points in Ω, whose coordinates are S k (E) for some E and fixed sequence of unbounded sets {S k }, is precisely the intersection of all cylinders in Ω determined by the sets &{S jy S k ),j < k. A characterization of &(S, T) directly in terms of the relative gaps in the sets S and T is given by Theorem 6. The set &(S, T) is closed and star-shaped with respect to the diagonal 0 ^ x = y ^ 1 and Theorem 7 shows that these are characteristic properties. Theorem 9 gives an especially simple necessary and sufficient condition on S and T for the equivalence: S(E) = T(E) for all sets Έ. The remaining theorems of § 4 show that for this equivalence, an unbounded set S may be replaced by an increasing sequence {s n } and that lim s n+1 /s n = 1 is a necessary and sufficient condition that {s n } give the ordinary Hausdorff dimension for all sets E. I* Preliminaries* Let j^~ be the collection of all real-valued functions /, defined on (-oo, oo) with the property that Proof.
Finally, from the construction of g(x) it is clear that S(g) = S(f) for all unbounded S.
LEMMA 2. Let f n e ^ n = 1,2, and unbounded sets S ly S 21 be given. There is fe^~ such that S k (f) = lim inf S k (f n ) as n~>°°, for each k = 1, 2, .
Proof. By Lemma 1, it can be assumed that for each n,f n (Q) 0 and f n (x) ^ (S k (f n ) -e n )x, for xeS k ,k <^n and ε n -* 0 as w -> oo. For each k and w choose x n>k eS k such that # %>fc -> w as %^~ and Λ(a?.,*) ^ (S*(Λ) + e Λ )x Λfk . Let C» = VJU (a^f* -/»(«»,*)) and put
On the other hand, from the construction of C n , it follows that for k <L n, f( Proof. The first inequality is trivial. By Lemma 3 Δμ(e~x) <2 e y~x Δμ(er y ), which establishes the second inequality.
Using the correspondence μ-+f μ , the Hausdorίf dimension of functions μ e ^€ can be defined by writing S(μ) = S(f μ ), for each unbounded set S. Given any set E S [0,1], the Hausdorίϊ dimension of E with respect to S is defined to be the number:
taking S(E) = 0 in the case that ^£(E) = 0. The connection between S(E) and the classical Hausdorff dimension of E is given by
Proof. Let β < S(E) and {I k } be a covering of E by intervals such that -log l(Ij)eS.
By Lemmas 1 and 4, 2β-3s ^ z/μ(e~s) for seS and some μe^f(E), so in particular
It follows that λ 5fA (jE) > 0, and hence S(E) ^ sup {7: X s , r (E) > 0}. To show the reverse inequality, X s , r (E) > 0 implies that
x, so that by Lemma 3, f μ (s)/s -(log (X s>r (E))/s ^ 7 for all s e S; and it follows that S(E) ^ sup {7: X s , r (E) > °ί
The fact that X S)Ϊ is a sub-additive and monotone set function implies THEOREM 2. Given any countable collection {E n } of subsets of [0, 1] 
, S(\jE n ) = yS(E n ) for all unbounded sets S.
Let ^ be the collection of all sets E of the form: E = {f: ξ = Σs k ξ kf ε k = 0 or 1} for some positive, nonincreasing sequence {f k } with I'ffc ^ 1. For such sets E, the function μ E , defined on [0, 00) by μ E (x) = sup {Σε k 2~k: x ^ Jε^f fc }, belongs to ^£{E) and is sub-additive. THEOREM 
If Ee^, then S(E) = S(μ E ) for all unbounded sets S.
Proof. Let Xe ^€(E) and consider se S such that ξ k+1 ^ e~s ^ there is such that S(E) = S(/) for all S. The converse is also true. 
Proof. Suppose (a r ) e £έf{{S k }\. Let j < k and E C [0,1] such that a,-= Sj(E), a k = S k (E). If α y = α* then (a j9 a k ) e &(S S , S k ) so (a r ) e A j>k .
Thus assume a ά Φ a k and by symmetry, consider only the case a ά < a k . Then given any ε > 0, there is fe^ such that
S k (E) -ε < S k (f) ^ S k (E) and S, (f) £
The function g = / V Sj(E)x belongs to ^ and
Since ^? (S 3 , S k ) is closed, this shows (a r ) e A jfk , and hence Sίf\{S k \\ S Πi i)fe over j <. k. Now suppose (# r ) e lΊA^. Then for every pair i < k, there is /,,* e ^ with a?y = Sj(f d , k ) and % = S k (f j>k ). For each pair of natural numbers p,n, write By Lemma 2, for each p, there is ^ e ^^ such that S k (g p ) = lim inf Sk{g P ,n) as w-> oo, for each k = 1, 2,
. Now write i£ = U^p over p = 1, 2, . By Theorems 2 and 4, for each 
The set &(S, T). The results of § 2 show that the set is determined by the sets &(S j9 S k ),j < k. This section lists a few of the properties of &(S, T). The first of these is a characterization of ^(S, T) solely in terms of the sets S and T.
For each x, let A(x, S, Γ) consist of all pairs (α, /9) with 1 > a / 5 > 0 and (a?/3/α,
(x, S, T) be the set of all pairs (a, β) with (β,a)eA(x, T, S). Finally let J^(S, Γ) = lim sup A(t, S,T) as t -oo, ί e y, and ^(S, Γ) = lim sup B(s, S, T) as THEOREM 6. For every pair of unbounded sets S and T, , T) -Gl (J^(S, T) U &(S, T)) .

Proof. Suppose (a, β) e J*f(S, T). Ita=β, then (a, β) e &(S, T).
Thus assume β < a. Then for some unbounded subset T Q of Γ, the intervals
and f(t)/t = /3 for t e T o , and so T(f) ^ £. It follows that βS(f) ^ αΓ(/) and (1 -β)(l -S(f)) ^ (1 -α)(l -Γ(/)). Sincê
(S y T) is closed and star-shaped with respect to (0, 0) and (1, 1) 
it follows that Cl (J^(S, T)) S &{S, T). A similar argument shows Cl (&(S, T)) S ^(S, Γ). On the other hand, let / belong to JC If S(/) -Γ(/), then (S(/), T(/)), belongs to Cl (J^(S, T) U ^(S, Γ)). Thus assume S(/) ^ T(f) and by symmetry in S and Γ, assume S(/) > T(f). It suffices to show that S(f) >a>β> T(f) implies (a, β) e j*f{S, T).
In this case, it can be assumed by Lemma 1, that f(s) > as for all se S and that there is an unbounded subset T o of T on which f(t)< βt. Since fej^f(s) ^ ((s -ί) V 0) + /(*) for all pairs s and ί. If t e T o and s ^ ί, this implies as < /3ί. If s ^ ί, then as<s -t + βt. These last two inequalities imply (tβ/a, ί(l -/3)/(l -<z)) Π S = 0 or (α, /9) G A
(t, S, T) for each t e T o . It follows that (a, β) e JZf(S, T).
As was noted before ^P(S, T) is always closed and star-shaped with respect to all points (α, a), 0 ^ a: ^ 1. These two properties actually characterize the shape of ^(S, T) as is seen by 
1). There are unbounded sets S and T such that & -&(S, T).
Proof. The theorem is obvious if & is the diagonal 0 ^ a = β ίg 1, since for S = T, &(S, T) is this diagonal. Otherwise, there is a sequence (a n , β n ), 0 < a n , β n < 1, a n Φ β n which is everywhere dense in &. Select a sequence of intervals (α n , b n ) such that α Λ -> c>o aŝ
If a n < β n , the interval (α Λ , 6 W ) is called an interval of type I. If #* > β n , the interval (α Λ , δ % ) is said to be of type II. In each interval of type I, let s n = a n βja ni and in each interval of type II, let t n = a n ajβ n . In either case the constructed point belongs to (a n9 b n ). Let S consist of all the points a n , b n and the points s n . Let T consist of all the points a ni b n and the points t n . Assume first that {a, β) e &.
If a = β, then (a, β) e &(S, T).
Thus suppose a Φ β and by symmetry in S and T assume a > β. Select a sequence of intervals I n = (α Λ , b n ) of type II, such that a n ->a and β n~-+ β. Define / in &~ by [ax, otherwise . Then S(f) = a and for t n e I n , f(t n )/t n = aβja n V (1 -(1 -α)(l -β n )/ (1 -a n )) which tends to β as n -• oo. Thus Γ(/) = /9, which showŝ S ^(S, T). To show the reverse containment it is sufficient, by Theorem 6, to show J^(S, T) S ^. If (α, /S) e Jf(S, T), then for a subsequence t k of {£"},
Since ^ is starshaped with respect to (0,0) and (1, 1) , this shows (a,β)e&. 
f(φ(t))/φ(t) ^ I 1 -ί/9>(ί) I + (t/φ(t))(f(t)/t) .
Hence S(/) ^ φ(T){f) ^ Γ(/). On the other hand, assume S(f) ^ T(f)
for all /G^Γ In particular this is true for #(#) = V( s / 2 A (a? -s/2)) over seCl(S). Here, S(g) = 1/2 ^ T(g). For each ί e Γ, let s(ί) -sup {s: s e S, s ^ ί} and s'(ί) = inf {s: s e S, s ^ ί}. Then s(t) and s'(ί) belong to Cl (S) and it is easy to see that g(t) = s(t)/2 V (ί -s'(ί)/2). Now let θ: T-*C1(S) be defined by
If 0 < ε < 1/2, then for teT,t sufficiently large, 1/2 -ε ^ g(t)/t, which means 1 -2ε ^ s(t)/t or s'(ί)/ί ^ 1 + 2ε. Since 0 satisfies: 1 ^ £/0(ί) ŝ '(t)/t or 1 ^ ί/0(ί) ^ s(ί)/ί, it follows that 11 -t/θ(t) \ S 2ε and so t/θ(t)-+1 as ί^oo^eϊ 1 . If ψ: Cl (S)-+S is the mapping introduced in the proof of Theorem 8, then the composition, φ = ψθ, satisfies the required property, i.e., t/φ(t)->l as t -> oo, te T.
Given any unbounded S, let 7 fc = [n k , n k + 1), for w fc nonnegative integers, be a sequence of intervals such that Sc U/* and /^ n >S is nonempty. Let s k = inf {s: s e S Π I*,}. as an easy application of Theorem 11 shows, taking For which classes ^ does the dimension S(E), where coincide with that determined by ^? More generally, for which do there exist unbounded sets S, such that S(E) coincides with H\E) determined by ^fi In general, the solution of these problems is not known. Notice that for such classes ^ the dimension H r {E) is necessarily a translation invariant dimension, so that one might ask if this property is also sufficient.
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